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Now Is the Time to Open Your Heart
From the multi-million-copy bestselling author of Wicked comes a magical new twist on Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland,
published to coincide with the 150th anniversary of Lewis’s Carroll’s beloved classic. When Alice toppled down the rabbithole 150 years ago, she found a Wonderland as rife with inconsistent rules and abrasive egos as the world she left behind.
But what of that world? How did 1860s Oxford react to Alice’s disappearance? In this brilliant work of fiction, Gregory
Maguire turns his dazzling imagination to the question of underworlds, undergrounds, underpinnings—and understandings
old and new, offering an inventive spin on Carroll’s enduring tale. Ada, a friend of Alice’s mentioned briefly in Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland, is off to visit her friend, but arrives a moment too late—and tumbles down the rabbit-hole
herself. Ada brings to Wonderland her own imperfect apprehension of cause and effect as she embarks on an odyssey to
find Alice and see her safely home from this surreal world below the world. If Eurydice can ever be returned to the arms of
Orpheus, or Lazarus can be raised from the tomb, perhaps Alice can be returned to life. Either way, everything that happens
next is “After Alice.”

Taking the Arrow Out of the Heart
Celebrate the heart connection between adopted children and the forever families who welcome them with kindness, care,
and unconditional love in this powerful picture book from the author of Honey Baby Sugar Child. Carol Olivia Clementine
lives with Mama Rose. Mama Rose is everything—tender and sweet. She is also as stern and demanding as any good parent
should be. In the midst of their happy home, Carol misses her mother and father. She longs to be with them. But until that
time comes around, she learns to surrender to the love that is present. Mama Rose becomes her “home.” And Carol Olivia
Clementine concludes that she loves Miss Rose, “just like a mama.” This sweet read-aloud is, on the surface, all about the
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everyday home life a caregiver creates for a young child: she teachers Clementine how to ride a bike, clean her room, tell
time. A deeper look reveals the patience, intention, and care little ones receives in the arms of a mother whose blood is not
her blood, but whose bond is so deep—and so unconditional—that it creates the most perfect condition for a child to feel
safe, successful, and deeply loved.

Me and Me
Shy, charming, peculiar, and web-toed, Alice Riley has suffered for years at the hands of her dead mother's self-righteous
family, while she hides a bevy of secret abilities. When Alice rescues a drowning child, her amazing talents are exposed.
Alice can remain underwater for extraordinary periods of time, and she can locate submerged objects through some type of
natural sonar ability. Her new fame/notoriety puts Alice in the national news, amidst allegations that she has somehow
faked or manipulated the rescue for her own glory. Alice is trapped and desperate until three amazing older women arrive
in her hometown. They are the regal and flamboyant Bonavendier sisters--dignified Lilith, acerbic Mara, and whimsical
Pearl--of Sainte's Point Island, their ancestral home off the coast of Georgia. They've read Alice's story in the news and are
convinced that she is their long-lost (and much younger) half sister, conceived in a reckless seduction their elderly father
confessed to before he died. Like Alice, the Bonavendier sisters have webbed toes and certain amazing abilities, though
none of them have Alice's marked talent for finding things underwater. Alice is no oddity to them. They explain that--like
them--she is descended from a mermaid.

That Night
Gorgeously illustrated storybook perfect to read to children at bedtime.

The Ninth Hour
Bestselling author Alice Hoffman’s bewitching Nightbird is perfect for ages 10-13: love and friendship empower a lonely girl
to embrace her uniqueness and discover her strengths. Twig lives in Sidwell, where people whisper that fairy tales are real.
After all, her town is rumored to hide a monster. And two hundred years ago, a witch placed a curse on Twig’s family that
was meant to last forever. But this summer, everything will change when the red moon rises. It’s time to break the spell.
Praise Nominated for: The Great Stone Face Award (NH) Rebecca Caudill Young Readers’ Book Award (Illinois) The BlackEyed Susan Book Award (Maryland) “Hoffman reminds us that there are secrets everywhere . . . Nightbird soars.” —The
New York Times “Alice Hoffman has a gift for melding magic and realism in a way that makes nearly anything seem
possible.” —Shelf Awareness, Starred “The mix of romance and magic is irresistible.” —Kirkus Reviews What Other Authors
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Are Saying “I love the way Alice Hoffman creates the most ordinary people and then turns their lives magical. . . .
[Nightbird] is like reentering a wonderful dream that you vaguely remember.” —Lois Lowry, two-time Newbery
Medal–winning author of The Giver

Someone
Intelligence That Comes from the Heart Every parent knows the importance of equipping children with the intellectual skills
they need to succeed in school and life. But children also need to master their emotions. Raising an Emotionally Intelligent
Child is a guide to teaching children to understand and regulate their emotional world. And as acclaimed psychologist and
researcher John Gottman shows, once they master this important life skill, emotionally intelligent children will enjoy
increased self-confidence, greater physical health, better performance in school, and healthier social relationships. Raising
an Emotionally Intelligent Child will equip parents with a five-step "emotion coaching" process that teaches how to: * Be
aware of a child's emotions * Recognize emotional expression as an opportunity for intimacy and teaching * Listen
empathetically and validate a child's feelings * Label emotions in words a child can understand * Help a child come up with
an appropriate way to solve a problem or deal with an upsetting issue or situation Written for parents of children of all ages,
Raising an Emotionally Intelligent Child will enrich the bonds between parent and child and contribute immeasurably to the
development of a generation of emotionally healthy adults.

Alice By Heart
From the New York Times Bestselling Author of The Third Angel Alice Hoffman’s previous novel, The Third Angel, was hailed
as "an unforgettable portrait of the depth of true love" (USA Today), "stunning" (Jodi Picoult), and "spellbinding" (Miami
Herald). Her new novel, The Story Sisters, charts the lives of three sisters–Elv, Claire, and Meg. Each has a fate she must
meet alone: one on a country road, one in the streets of Paris, and one in the corridors of her own imagination. Inhabiting
their world are a charismatic man who cannot tell the truth, a neighbor who is not who he appears to be, a clumsy boy in
Paris who falls in love and stays there, a detective who finds his heart’s desire, and a demon who will not let go. What does
a mother do when one of her children goes astray? How does she save one daughter without sacrificing the others? How
deep can love go, and how far can it take you? These are the questions this luminous novel asks. At once a coming-of-age
tale, a family saga, and a love story of erotic longing, The Story Sisters sifts through the miraculous and the mundane as
the girls become women and their choices haunt them, change them and, finally, redeem them. It confirms Alice Hoffman’s
reputation as "a writer whose keen ear for the measure struck by the beat of the human heart is unparalleled" (The Chicago
Tribune). From the Hardcover edition.
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A Change of Heart
From the author of the #1 New York Times bestsellers Small Great Things and My Sister's Keeper, a novel exploring the
story of a young woman overcome by the demands of having a family. Paige has only a few vivid memories of her mother,
who abandoned her at five years old. Now, having left her father behind in Chicago for dreams of art school and marriage to
an ambitious young doctor, she finds herself with a child of her own. But her mother's absence and shameful memories of
her past force her to doubt whether she could ever be capable of bringing joy and meaning into the life of her child, gifts
her own mother never gave. Harvesting the Heart is written with astonishing clarity and evocative detail, convincing in its
depiction of emotional pain, love, and vulnerability, and recalls the writing of Alice Hoffman and Kristin Hannah. Out of
Paige's struggle to find wholeness, Jodi Picoult crafts an absorbing novel peopled by richly drawn characters, and explores
motherhood with a power and depth only she is capable of. “A brilliant, moving examination of motherhood, brimming with
detail and emotion.” —Richmond Times-Dispatch “Jodi Picoult explores the fragile ground of ambivalent motherhood in her
lush second novel. This story belongs to… the lucky reader.” —The New York Times Book Review

Down the Road
A new collection of short stories by the celebrated author revists the shared cultural heritage of fairy tales, myths, and
childhood stories to explore the origins of fear, hope, and wonder in both children and adults.

The Color Purple
Nicole Michelin avoids airplanes, motorcycles, and most of all, Japan, where her parents once were missionaries. Something
happened in Japansomething that sent Nicole and her father back to America alonesomething of which Nicole knows only
bits and pieces. But she is content with life in little Mount Olive, North Carolina, with her quirky relatives, tank of lively fish,
and plenty of homemade pineapple chutney. Through her online column for the Pretty Fishy Web site, she meets Harrison
Michaels, who, much to her dismay, lives in Japan. She attempts to avoid him, but his e-mails tug at her heart. Then
Harrison reveals that he knew her as a child in Japan. In fact, he knows more about her childhood than she does

River, Cross My Heart
Hetty is very careful with the eggs she has bought on her very first trip to the store, but she runs into trouble when she
stops to pick apples.
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The Phantom Tollbooth
In this counting rhyme, an affectionate mother elephant engages her little one in playful activities.

Harvesting the Heart
* WINNER of the NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Literary Work * Alice Walker, author of the National Book Award and
Pulitzer Prize-winning The Color Purple—“an American novel of permanent importance” (San Francisco Chronicle)—crafts a
bilingual collection that is both playfully imaginative and intensely moving. Presented in both English and Spanish, Alice
Walker shares a timely collection of nearly seventy works of passionate and powerful poetry that bears witness to our
troubled times, while also chronicling a life well-lived. From poems of painful self-inquiry, to celebrating the simple beauty
of baking frittatas, Walker offers us a window into her magical, at times difficult, and liberating world of activism, love, hope
and, above all, gratitude. Whether she’s urging us to preserve an urban paradise or behold the delicate necessity of beauty
to the spirit, Walker encourages us to honor the divine that lives inside all of us and brings her legendary free verse to the
page once again, demonstrating that she remains a revolutionary poet and an inspiration to generations of fans.

Alice I Have Been
The acclaimed bestseller--a selection of Oprah's Book Club--that brings vividly to life the Georgetown neighborhood of
Washington, DC, circa 1925, a community reeling from a young girl's tragic death. Five-year-old Clara Bynum is dead,
drowned in the Potomac River in the shadow of a seemingly haunted rock outcropping known locally as the Three Sisters.
River, Cross My Heart, which marks the debut of a wonderfully gifted new storyteller, weighs the effect of Clara's absence
on the people she has left behind: her parents, Alice and Willie Bynum, torn between the old world of their rural North
Carolina home and the new world of the city, to which they have moved in search of a better life for themselves and their
children; the friends and relatives of the Bynum family in the Georgetown neighborhood they now call home; and, most
especially, Clara's sister, ten-year-old Johnnie Mae, who must come to terms with the powerful and confused emotions
stirred by her sister's death as she struggles to decide what kind of woman she will become. This highly accomplished first
novel resonates with ideas, impassioned lyricism, and poignant historical detail as it captures an essential part of the
African-American experience in our century.

A Child Again
Frank Bascombe has a younger girlfriend and a job as a sportswriter. To many men of his age, thirty-eight, this would be a
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cause for optimism, yet Frank feels the pull of his inner despair and especially of his recent losses - his preferred career has
ended, his wife has divorced him, and a tragic accident took his elder son. In the course of this Easter weekend, Frank will
lose all the remnants of his familiar life, though he will emerge heroic with spirits soaring. This is a magnificent novel that
propelled Richard Ford into the first rank of American writers.

My Heart Glow
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Calvin Trillin's Quite Enough of Calvin Trillin. In Calvin Trillin’s antic tales of
family life, she was portrayed as the wife who had “a weird predilection for limiting our family to three meals a day” and the
mother who thought that if you didn’t go to every performance of your child’s school play, “the county would come and
take the child.” Now, five years after her death, her husband offers this loving portrait of Alice Trillin off the page–his loving
portrait of Alice Trillin off the page–an educator who was equally at home teaching at a university or a drug treatment
center, a gifted writer, a stunningly beautiful and thoroughly engaged woman who, in the words of a friend, “managed to
navigate the tricky waters between living a life you could be proud of and still delighting in the many things there are to
take pleasure in.” Though it deals with devastating loss, About Alice is also a love story, chronicling a romance that began
at a Manhattan party when Calvin Trillin desperately tried to impress a young woman who “seemed to glow.” “You have
never again been as funny as you were that night,” Alice would say, twenty or thirty years later. “You mean I peaked in
December of 1963?” “I’m afraid so.” But he never quit trying to impress her. In his writing, she was sometimes his subject
and always his muse. The dedication of the first book he published after her death read, “I wrote this for Alice. Actually, I
wrote everything for Alice.” In that spirit, Calvin Trillin has, with About Alice, created a gift to the wife he adored and to his
readers.

Rain Song (Heart of Carolina Book #1)
A rhythmic picture book describes a mother's affection for her child, from jumping together in the grass to rocking together
before bedtime. By the illustrator of Tippy Lemmey.

The End Of Alice
A young girl takes refuge in a London Tube station during WWII and confronts grief, loss, and first love with the help of her
favorite book, Alice in Wonderland, in the debut novel from Tony Award-winning playwright Steven Sater. London, 1940.
Amidst the rubble of the Blitz of World War II, fifteen-year-old Alice Spencer and her best friend, Alfred, are forced to take
shelter in an underground tube station. Sick with tuberculosis, Alfred is quarantined, with doctors saying he won't make it
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through the night. In her desperation to keep him holding on, Alice turns to their favorite pastime: recalling the book that
bonded them, and telling the story that she knows by heart--the story of Alice in Wonderland. What follows is a stunning,
fantastical journey that blends Alice's two worlds: her war-ravaged homeland being held together by nurses and soldiers
and Winston Churchill, and her beloved Wonderland, a welcome distraction from the bombs and the death, but a place
where one rule always applies: the pages must keep turning. But then the lines between these two worlds begin to blur. Is
that a militant Red Cross Nurse demanding that Alice get BACK. TO. HER. BED!, or is it the infamous Queen of Hearts
sayingsomething about her head? Soon, Alice must decide whether to stay in Wonderland forever, or embrace the pain of
reality if that's what it means to grow up. In this gorgeous YA adaption of his off-Broadway musical, the Tony Award-winning
co-creator of Spring Awakening encourages us all to celebrate the transformational power of the imagination, even in the
harshest of times.

After This
A young African American and the son of sharecroppers, Lanier Phillips escapes the violence, racism and segregation of his
Georgia home by joining the navy during the Second World War. But tragedy strikes the USS Truxtun one February night off
the southeastern coast of Newfoundland, and Lanier is the lone black survivor of the terrible shipwreck. When he arrives
onshore, the community's kindness and humanity bring him back to health and change his outlook on life. He went on to
march for black rights with Martin Luther King and remained forever grateful to the small town of St. Lawrence,
Newfoundland.

Just Like a Mama
A magnificent new novel from one of America’s finest writers—a powerfully affecting story spanning the twentieth century
of a widow and her daughter and the nuns who serve their Irish-American community in Brooklyn. On a dim winter
afternoon, a young Irish immigrant opens the gas taps in his Brooklyn tenement. He is determined to prove—to the subway
bosses who have recently fired him, to his badgering, pregnant wife—“that the hours of his life belong to himself alone.” In
the aftermath of the fire that follows, Sister St. Savior, an aging nun appears, unbidden, to direct the way forward for his
widow and his unborn child. We begin deep inside Catholic Brooklyn, in the early part of the twentieth century. Decorum,
superstition, and shame collude to erase the man’s brief existence. Yet his suicide, although never spoken of, reverberates
through many lives and over the decades testing the limits and the demands of love and sacrifice, of forgiveness and
forgetfulness, even through multiple generations. The characters we meet, from Sally, the unborn baby at the beginning of
the novel, who becomes the center of the story to the nuns whose personalities we come to know and love to the
neighborhood families with whose lives they are entwined, are all rendered with extraordinary sympathy and McDermott’s
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trademark lucidity and intelligence. Alice McDermott’s The Ninth Hour is a crowning achievement by one of the premiere
writers at work in America today.

The Science of Mom
BONUS: This edition contains an Alice I Have Been discussion guide and an excerpt from Melanie Benjamin's The
Autobiography of Mrs. Tom Thumb. Few works of literature are as universally beloved as Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.
Now, in this spellbinding historical novel, we meet the young girl whose bright spirit sent her on an unforgettable trip down
the rabbit hole–and the grown woman whose story is no less enthralling. But oh my dear, I am tired of being Alice in
Wonderland. Does it sound ungrateful? Alice Liddell Hargreaves’s life has been a richly woven tapestry: As a young woman,
wife, mother, and widow, she’s experienced intense passion, great privilege, and greater tragedy. But as she nears her
eighty-first birthday, she knows that, to the world around her, she is and will always be only “Alice.” Her life was
permanently dog-eared at one fateful moment in her tenth year–the golden summer day she urged a grown-up friend to
write down one of his fanciful stories. That story, a wild tale of rabbits, queens, and a precocious young child, becomes a
sensation the world over. Its author, a shy, stuttering Oxford professor, does more than immortalize Alice–he changes her
life forever. But even he cannot stop time, as much as he might like to. And as Alice’s childhood slips away, a peacetime of
glittering balls and royal romances gives way to the urgent tide of war. For Alice, the stakes could not be higher, for she is
the mother of three grown sons, soldiers all. Yet even as she stands to lose everything she treasures, one part of her will
always be the determined, undaunted Alice of the story, who discovered that life beyond the rabbit hole was an astonishing
journey. A love story and a literary mystery, Alice I Have Been brilliantly blends fact and fiction to capture the passionate
spirit of a woman who was truly worthy of her fictional alter ego, in a world as captivating as the Wonderland only she could
inspire.

Nightbird
On a wild, windy April day in Manhattan, when Mary first meets John Keane, she cannot know what lies ahead of her. A
marriage, a fleeting season of romance, and the birth of four children will bring John and Mary to rest in the safe embrace of
a traditional Catholic life in the suburbs. But neither Mary nor John, distracted by memories and longings, can feel the wind
that is buffeting their children, leading them in directions beyond their parents’ control. Michael and his sister Annie are
caught up in the sexual revolution. Jacob, brooding and frail, is drafted to Vietnam. And the youngest, Clare, commits a
stunning transgression after a childhood spent pleasing her parents. As John and Mary struggle to hold on to their family
and their faith, Alice McDermott weaves an elegant, unforgettable portrait of a world in flux–and of the secrets and sorrows,
anger and love, that lie at the heart of every family. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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The Lost Flowers of Alice Hart
Introducing two new potty pals kids and parents will adore, Super Pooper and Whizz Kid: Potty Power! is a humorous pottytraining book with a hip sensibility and a playful take on a toddler’s most important rite of passage.

The Stars at Oktober Bend
A fully realized portrait of one woman's life in all its complexity, by the National Book Award–winning author An ordinary
life—its sharp pains and unexpected joys, its bursts of clarity and moments of confusion—lived by an ordinary woman: this
is the subject of Someone, Alice McDermott's extraordinary return, seven years after the publication of After This. Scattered
recollections—of childhood, adolescence, motherhood, old age—come together in this transformative narrative, stitched
into a vibrant whole by McDermott's deft, lyrical voice. Our first glimpse of Marie is as a child: a girl in glasses waiting on a
Brooklyn stoop for her beloved father to come home from work. A seemingly innocuous encounter with a young woman
named Pegeen sets the bittersweet tone of this remarkable novel. Pegeen describes herself as an "amadan," a fool; indeed,
soon after her chat with Marie, Pegeen tumbles down her own basement stairs. The magic of McDermott's novel lies in how
it reveals us all as fools for this or that, in one way or another. Marie's first heartbreak and her eventual marriage; her
brother's brief stint as a Catholic priest, subsequent loss of faith, and eventual breakdown; the Second World War; her
parents' deaths; the births and lives of Marie's children; the changing world of her Irish-American enclave in
Brooklyn—McDermott sketches all of it with sympathy and insight. This is a novel that speaks of life as it is daily lived; a
crowning achievement by one of the finest American writers at work today. A Publishers Weekly Best Fiction Book of the
Year A Kirkus Reviews Best Fiction Book of 2013 A New York Times Notable Book of 2013 A Washington Post Notable Fiction
Book of 2013 An NPR Best Book of 2013

Raising An Emotionally Intelligent Child
From the 2013 Orange Prize–winning author of May We Be Forgiven. Only a work of such searing, meticulously controlled
brilliance could provoke such a wide range of visceral responses. Here is the incredible story of an imprisoned pedophile
who is drawn into an erotically charged correspondence with a nineteen-year-old suburban coed. As the two reveal—and
revel in—their obsessive desires, Homes creates in The End of Alice a novel that is part romance, part horror story, at once
unnerving and seductive.

After Alice
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Winner, ABIA General Fiction Book of the Year An enchanting and captivating novel about how our untold stories haunt us —
and the stories we tell ourselves in order to survive. After her family suffers a tragedy, nine-year-old Alice Hart is forced to
leave her idyllic seaside home. She is taken in by her grandmother, June, a flower farmer who raises Alice on the language
of Australian native flowers, a way to say the things that are too hard to speak. Under the watchful eye of June and the
women who run the farm, Alice settles, but grows up increasingly frustrated by how little she knows of her family’s story. In
her early twenties, Alice’s life is thrown into upheaval again when she suffers devastating betrayal and loss. Desperate to
outrun grief, Alice flees to the dramatically beautiful central Australian desert. In this otherworldly landscape Alice thinks
she has found solace, until she meets a charismatic and ultimately dangerous man. Spanning two decades, set between
sugar cane fields by the sea, a native Australian flower farm, and a celestial crater in the central desert, The Lost Flowers of
Alice Hart follows Alice’s unforgettable journey, as she learns that the most powerful story she will ever possess is her own.

Super Pooper and Whizz Kid
On a warm suburban night, the sound of lawn sprinklers is drowned out by the rumble of hot rods. Suddenly, a car careens
onto a family's neat front yard, teenage boys spill out brandishing chains and leather, and a young man cries out for the girl
he loves. Tonight, fathers will pick up snow shovels and rakes to defend their turf, and children will witness a battle fuelled
by fierce, true love. This is the night they will talk about and remember as the moment things changed for ever.

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
A journey through a land where Milo learns the importance of words and numbers provides a cure for his boredom.

Child of My Heart
Beautiful, lyrical prose, told in two voices, lifts up a poignant story of two traumatized teens who find each other in a small
riverside town. i am the girl manny loves. the girl who writes our story in the book of flying. i am alice. Alice is fifteen, with
hair as red as fire and skin as pale as bone. Something inside Alice is broken: she remembers words, but struggles to speak
them. Still, Alice knows that words are for sharing, so she pins them to posters in tucked-away places: railway waiting
rooms, fish-and-chips shops, quiet corners. Manny is sixteen, with a scar from shoulder to elbow. Something inside Manny is
broken, too: he once was a child soldier, forced to do terrible, violent things. But in a new land with people who care for
him, Manny explores the small town on foot. And in his pocket, he carries a poem he scooped up, a poem whose words he
knows by heart. The relationship between Alice and Manny will be the beginning of love and healing. And for these two
young souls, perhaps, that will be good enough.
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Beloved
The Pulitzer Prize-winning novel that tells the story of two sisters through their correspondence. With a new Preface by the
author.

1, 2, I Love You
Alice Cogswell was a bright and curious child and a quick learner. She also couldn't hear. And, unfortunately, in the early
nineteenth century in America, there was no way to teach deaf children. One day, though, an equally curious young man
named Thomas Gallaudet, Alice's neighbor, senses Alice's intelligence and agrees to find a way to teach her. Gallaudet's
interest in young Alice carries him across the ocean and back and eventually inspires him to create the nation's first school
for the deaf, thus improving young Alice's life and the lives of generations of young, deaf students to come./DIVDIV

Charming Billy
When the late Billy Lynch's relatives and friends gather together to keep his memory alive, stories are woven and memories
relived detailing his life in the close Irish-American community and the intricate feelings that resurface. 75,000 first printing.
Tour.

Alice At Heart
The Sportswriter
Dovie Larkin's life was shattered when her fiance committed suicide. Now, plagued by guilt, she has become a fixture at the
cemetery where he's buried, visiting his grave daily. One day, she sees an old woman whose grief mirrors her own leave a
letter on a nearby grave. Dovie ignores her conscience and reads the letter - a mother's plea for forgiveness to her dead
daughter - and immediately needs to know the rest of the story. As she delves deep into a decades-old mystery involving
one of Charleston's wealthiest families she starts to discover the keys to love and forgiveness.

Love, Alice
A love song to the idea of families in all their mysteries and complexities, their different configurations and the hope that
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creates them. Marina and her husband, Jacob, were each born on a kibbutz in Israel. They meet years later at a university in
California, when Jacob is a successful psychiatrist with a young son, Ben, from a disastrous marriage. The family moves to a
brownstone in Harlem, formerly a convent inhabited by elderly nuns. Outside the house one day Marina encounters
Constance, a young refugee from Rwanda, and her toddler, Gabriel. Unmoored and devastated, Constance and Gabriel
quickly come to depend on Marina; and her bond with the little boy intensifies. The pure, blinding love that it is possible to
feel for children not our own is the thread that weaves through The Children's House. When Marina learns some disturbing
news about her long-disappeared mother, Gizela, she leaves New York in search of the loose ends of her life. As Christmas
nears, her tight-knit, loving family, along with Constance and Gabriel, join Marina in her mother's former home, with a
startling consequence, an act that will transform all of their lives forever. Alice Nelson skilfully weaves together these
shared stories about the terrible things humans are capable of into a beautifully told, hope-filled novel exploring the
profound consolations that we can find in each other.

Honey Baby Sugar Child
A mind-bending novel from Alice Kuipers, expert chronicler of the teenage heart. It’s a perfect day for Lark’s dream date
with Alec from school. Blue skies, clear water, a canoe on the lake. Alec even brought flowers for Lark’s birthday. Everything
is just right … until they hear screams from the edge of the water. Annabelle, a little girl Lark used to babysit, is struggling
in the reeds. When Lark and Alec dive in to help her, Alec hits his head on a rock. Now Annabelle and Alec are both in
trouble, and Lark can only save one of them. With that split-second decision, Lark’s world is torn in two, leaving her to cope
with the consequences of both choices. She lives two lives, two selves. But which is the right life, and which is the real Lark?
Me and Me is about how it feels to be torn in pieces, and how to make two halves whole again.

The Story Sisters
On the cusp of fifteen, pretty Theresa is the town's most sought-after babysitter; cheerful, beloved, adored by children and
animals, but also a solitary soul with an already complex understanding of human nature. She is Titania among her fairies,
the one person to call on for help with a child in extreme distress. Theresa does not doubt her power over the fathers of her
adoring charges either, whose potential lechery Theresa toys with like a kitten with yarn. Yet during this unforgettable
summer, it is her cousin Daisy, a frail little creature with glittery shoes and worrying bruises that don't heal, in whom
Theresa invests her greatest love. Infused with suppressed passion, disappointment, and enduring hope, Alice McDermott's
wonderful new novel reveals a world seen afresh through the eyes of an utterly seductive girl.

The Love in My Heart
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The Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Color Purple, Possessing the Secret of Joy, and The Temple of My Familiar now
gives us a beautiful new novel that is at once a deeply moving personal story and a powerful spiritual journey. In Now Is the
Time to Open Your Heart, Alice Walker has created a work that ranks among her finest achievements: the story of a
woman’s spiritual adventure that becomes a passage through time, a quest for self, and a collision with love. Kate has
always been a wanderer. A well-published author, married many times, she has lived a life rich with explorations of the
natural world and the human soul. Now, at fifty-seven, she leaves her lover, Yolo, to embark on a new excursion, one that
begins on the Colorado River, proceeds through the past, and flows, inexorably, into the future. As Yolo begins his own
parallel voyage, Kate encounters celibates and lovers, shamans and snakes, memories of family disaster and marital
discord, and emerges at a place where nothing remains but love. Told with the accessible style and deep feeling that are its
author’s hallmarks, Now Is the Time to Open Your Heart is Alice Walker’s most surprising achievement.

The Children's House (16pt Large Print Edition)
It seems like every time a new mother turns on her computer, radio, or television, she is greeted with news of yet another
scientific study about infancy. Ignoring good information isn’t the right course, but just how does one tell the difference
between solid studies, preliminary results, and snake oil? In this friendly guide through the science of infancy, Science of
Mom blogger and PhD scientist Alice Callahan explains how non-scientist mothers can learn the difference between hype
and evidence. Readers of Alice’s blog have come to trust her balanced approach, which explains the science that lies
behind headlines. The Science of Mom is a fascinating, eye-opening, and extremely informative exploration of the topics
that generate discussion and debate in the media and among parents. From breastfeeding to vaccines to sleep, Alice’s
advice will help you make smart choices so that you can relax and enjoy your baby.

About Alice
Sethe, an escaped slave living in post-Civil War Ohio with her daughter and mother-in-law, is haunted persistently by the
ghost of the dead baby girl whom she sacrificed, in a new edition of the Nobel Laureate's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel.
Reader's Guide available. Reprint. 60,000 first printing.
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